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Aqua Lung is the name that first introduced the world to Scuba 
diving in 1943 when Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Émile Gagnan 

developed the first "Aqua-Lung."
The excitement and adventurous spirit of that first dive continues 

today and is reflected in Aqua Lung's dedication to quality and 
innovation in the manufacturing of the world's best recreational and 

professional scuba diving equipment.
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REGULATORS
smart, innovative and feature-rich



REGULATORS
gjaklgflakgjalkgjalkfgj/alkfgjMBS

The MBS is a, simple and effective way to adjust 
the breathing performance of your Legend. The 
MBS controls two functions at one time. It controls 
the direction of air, which alters the venturi effect, 
as well as changes the opening effort. One control 
– two functions, it doesn’t get easier.

ACD
Auto-Closure Device (ACD) keeps corrosive water 
out of the first stage inlet by automatically closing 
as the regulator is removed from the cylinder valve.

features & benefits
legend

First Stage
 Auto-Closure Device (ACD) prevents internal 

lubrication from washing away. It is safer for elevated 
percentages of oxygen.

 Unique over-balanced, diaphragm design results 
in superior performance at depth

 2 HP ports and 4 MP ports are angled for 
optimum hose routing

 An environmental dry system keeps water out of 
the main spring chamber thus preventing ice build-
up and keeping silt and contamination out

 Compatible with up to 40% O2  right out of the box

Second Stage
 Pneumatically-balanced second stage results in 

smooth, easy breathing
 The Comfo-bite mouthpiece virtually eliminates 

jaw-fatigue
 A heat exchanger (patented) which surrounds 

the valve mechanism, dissipates the cold caused 
by gas expansion while drawing in the warmth of 
the ambient water

 The ergonomic exhaust tee channels theexhaust 
bubbles out of your field of vision. The design also 
contributes to a reduction in exhalation effort

 Attached to a 29” braided Aqua Flex hose. These 
hoses are lightweight and extremely pliable which 
eliminates any tugging on the mouthpiece

The Legend regulators are smart, innovative and feature-rich for the most discriminating divers. These marvels 
of engineering have unsurpassed performance when it comes to ease of breathing, smoothness and a natural 
breath feeling. They look sharp and are built to last. The different models have many features in common  
including:
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legend lux
Available in YOKE
When you dive with a Legend, you’re diving with the 
best. So why not get one that looks the best too? 
There is no mistaking the rich look of pink gold. This 
head-turner exudes quality. The tougher-than-nails 
PVD finish will keep its good looks too as the pink gold 
is much harder and durable than traditional chrome 
plating.

legend
unsurpassed performance, smooth and built to last

legend lx
Available in YOKE & DIN
If you want the same high performance features and 
ease of breathing as the Legend LUX but without the 
pink gold finish, you will find it with the Legend LX. 
Like the Legend LUX, the Legend LX features the 
Master Breathing System (MBS).

lx twilight
Available in YOKE
A top-of–the line, fully adjustable regulator that joins the 
existing Legend LX. The Twilight Legend LX includes a 
smaller Comfo-Bite™ mouthpiece to reduce jaw fatigue 
designed specifically with women in mind. The Leg-
end LX Twilight also features the revolutionary Master 
Breathing System (MBS) for simple breathing comfort 
control, and its own regulator bag for safe and stylish 
storage.
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legend glacia
Available in YOKE & DIN (special order only)
The Legend Glacia has been designed for use under the most extreme con-
ditions, yet boasts a breathing performance equivalent to that of the Legend 
LX Supreme.  Comes with lip shield, it offers greater resistance to freezing 
than any regulator Aqua Lung has ever produced!
The user adjustment knob allows for total control of breathing effort in all diving 
conditions. Fitted with three heat exchangers: The first completely surrounds 
the first stage environmental dry chamber; the second is fitted to the medium 
pressure hose itself; the third is in the traditional position adjacent to the 
second stage casing. 2 HP ports and 4 MP ports are angled for optimum 
hose configuration.
Traditional elastomer front covers harden in very cold water, but the Legend 
Glacia’s second stage is designed with an aluminum cover machined from 
solid metal that assists the heat exchangers and accommodates a purge 
button with flow control.

cold water
legend
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mikron
Available in YOKE (blue & pink)
Weighing under 900g, the Mikron is perfect for travel. Its bal-
anced first and second stages produce exceptional breathing 
performance. A braided hose provides flexibility, comfort and 
excellent packability. Black/pink version features a smaller 
Comfo-bite™ mouthpiece designed for smaller mouths, and 
the detachable silicone bridge fits across the upper palate.  

regulators
lifestyle  REGULATORS

titan
Available in YOKE
Incorporating all the best features of its predecessors, this third 
generation Titan has innovative features resulting in a more 
comfortable, lighter-weight and easier-breathing regulator.  
For the consumer that wants performance at an affordable 
price to the dive center that wants a rugged and easy to 
maintain regulator, the Titan delivers.  

core
Available in YOKE
This new addition to the Aqua Lung family builds upon the 
ever popular Titan LX. With Aqua Lungs reputable quality 
and an autoclosure device that seals the first stage as 
soon as it is removed from the tank the new Core is by 
far the most feature rich, value driven regulator on the 
market to date.

NEW!
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calypso
Available in YOKE
This simple design, with its attractive price, makes this regulator a popular 
choice for dive lockers as well as new divers. It is compact, lightweight, easy 
to service and it breathes like a top-range regulator. In-line, high-flow piston 
design means fewer components, excellent reliability and easy maintenance. 
Large diameter of piston guarantees a more stable medium pressure output. 
The 6 large holes in the end cap results in easier cleaning as well as better 
thermal exchange, thus improving the freezing resistance. Features 1 HP port 
and 4 MP ports. Mid-size, high performance, demand valve second stage. The 
easy-to-grip venturi lever prevents unwanted freeflow at the surface while giving 
a performance boost at depth. Can easily be reversed from right-handed to 
left-handed configuration by an authorised Aqua Lung dealer without additional 
parts.

placeholder image

regulators

quick disconnect non-quick disconnect
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AQUA LUNG
REGULATORS

LEGEND GLACIALEGEND LXLEGEND LUX MIKRON
FIRST STAGE

Over-balanced diaphragm 
for superior performance

Balanced diaphragm

High flow in-line piston

Automatic Closure Device 
(ACD)

Symmetrical MP chamber

Medium Pressure /  
High Pressure ports

Din connector available

Nitrox compatible up to 40% 
out of the box. 
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COLDWATER FEATURES

SECOND STAGE

Pneumatically balanced for  
effortless inhalation

Inhalation adjustment feature  
to control breathing effort

Venturi Adjustment Switch  
to control air flow

Comfo Bite mouthpiece  
eliminates jaw fatigue

Combined MBS adjustment

Environmentally sealed to reduce 
freezing and keep mechanism clean 
and dry

Heat exchanger

Lip shield for added warmth
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CORE TITAN CALYPSO
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your back-up companion

mikron octopus
Whether you own a Mikron regulator or not, 
this travel-friendly octopus is the one you 
want to take on your next dive trip.
Pneumatically-balanced octopus is ideally 
suited for over-balanced first stages.
An inhalation effort adjustment knob allows 
you to desensitize the unit while it is stowed 
for the dive preventing unwanted freeflow.
High visibility 39” braided, yellow hose and 
high visibility yellow cover makes it easy to 
locate in an emergency.

core octopus
Mid-size, pneumatically-balanced octopus 
to compliment the Core regulator. High 
visibility 39” yellow hose and high visibility 
yellow cover makes it easy to locate in an 
emergency.

glacia octopus
Accompanying the Legend Glacia, this is 
the complimentary octopus that you need.
Aluminum cover machined from solid met-
al both assists the heat exchangers and  
accommodates a purge button with flow 
control. Heat exchangers surrounding the 
valve and in the middle of the 39” hose  
provide excellent freezing resistance.

legend octopus
To compliment the Legend regulator 
family, this high-visibility, yellow version 
of the Legend second stage is ideal to 
complete your system. Pneumatically-bal-
anced to be ideally suited for a Legend 
over-balanced first stage. The venturi  
lever prevents unwanted freeflow when not 
in use. Excellent coldwater performance 
due to highly efficient heat exchanger  
surrounding the valve.

octopus

NEW!
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your back-up companion
octopus

calypso QD
Mid-size, high performance octopus to 
compliment the Titan and Calypso regu-
lators. High visibility 39” yellow hose and 
high visibility yellow cover makes it easy 
to locate in an emergency. The venturi 
lever prevents unwanted freeflow when 
not in use. Can easily be reversed from 
right-handed to left-handed configuration 
by an authorised Aqua Lung dealer without 
additional parts.

abs octopus
Innovative, low profile design minimizes 
drag. Unique 120˚ angle between hose and 
mouthpiece is ideal for sharing air with your 
buddy. High visibility 39” yellow hose and 
high visibility yellow cover makes it easy 
to locate in an emergency. Custom, quick 
release mounting clip included. Single units 
come in display-ready clamshell packaging. 

calypso non QD
Mid-size, high performance octopus to 
compliment the Titan and Calypso regu-
lators. High visibility 39” yellow hose and 
high visibility yellow cover makes it easy 
to locate in an emergency. The venturi 
lever prevents unwanted freeflow when 
not in use. Can easily be reversed from 
right-handed to left-handed configuration 
by an authorised Aqua Lung dealer without 
additional parts.
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AIRSOURCE ADAPTER RING
To fit Mares | Scubapro | Zeagle
Airsource Adapter Rings allow you to mount the Airsource 
breathable inflator to BCs built by Mares, Scubapro and Zeagle.
Just because someone has chosen not to dive with the world’s 
best selling brand of buoyancy compensator does not mean that 
they should be deprived of the best performing breathable infla-
tor. Ditch the standard inflator and octopus and decrease the 
number of hoses and drag by adding an Airsource to your rig. 

airsource 3 QD
The Airsource is a high-performance second stage with power 
inflator. The ribbed hose makes it easier to pull open the rapid 
exhaust valve at the top. The second stage valve is pneumat-
ically balanced resulting in consistent breathing from start of 
dive to end.  Ideal for use with over-balanced first stages. 
“Trim Grip” in the middle of the corrugated hose, allows diver 
to dump air from BC during ascent without removing the Air-
source from the mouth. Using a bayonet mount, the Airsource 
separates from the BC at the “Trim Grip”.  Soft-touch purge 
cover is located on the bottom to avoid activation in strong cur-
rents. Low-profile rapid-exhaust valve is activated by pulling 
on the “Trim Grip” or the lower unit. Corrugated hose has clips 
and recessed areas to accommodate the mp hose.

high-performance second stage with a power inflator
alternate airsource
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hose adapter
Quick connect adapter allows you to connect a tradi-
tional hose to the Titan / Calypso QC models.

din to yoke
Allows you to connect a traditional hose to the Titan / 
Calypso QC models.

din adapters, converters & MOUTHPIECes
adaption mechanisms to your current reg

DIN Adapter, ACD, Legend Series 2012:  #129803    
This is for the current Legend series prior to the the new filter placement 

 
Din Adapter Kit, ACD, original Legend : #129227
This is for the original Legend series prior to 2012 

ACD Yoke Conversion Kit, old Legend, Titan LX, Titan: #129226  
Converts Legends, Titan LX and Titan with non-ACD yoke connectors to  
ACD yoke connectors. Uses original yoke and yoke screw

Din Adapter, ACD, Titan LX (2009-12) / Titan (2010-12): #128142   
This is for the current Titan LX / Titan prior to the the new filter placement 

Din Adapter, non-ACD, Titan, 2010-12: #128545  
This is for the current Titan prior to the the new filter placement 

Din Adapter, non-ACD, Mikron (2010-12) #127865:  
This is for the current Mikron prior to the the new filter placement

reg connectors

Classic MOUTHPIECE
Available only in regular size.

COMFOBITE MOUTHPIECE
Comes in bothe regular size and small (as found on 
the Legend Twilight LX and pink Mikron.

buoyancy control
intuitive design, immense comfort 
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griplock
The GripLock tank band and 
buckle system is a strong, se-
cure system, making attach-
ment to a cylinder easier than 
ever before. Gone are the days 
of complicated web weaving and 
you don’t have to worry about 
pinching your fingers with the 
innovative finger saver feature.

i3 CONTROLLER
The integrated i3 system pro-
vides a single touch control for 
both inflation and deflation. You 
simply lift up to inflate and push 
down to deflate. What could be 
more simple?

WRAPTURE
The Wrapture™ harness system 
allows you to stand up straight in 
total comfort while the cylinder 
remains perfectly vertical and 
pulled in close. 

features & benefits
the i3 system

Instrument pocket

i3 controller

Valve Retention Strap

SureLock™ II Weight System GripLock™ Tank BandFlat e-valve Technology

Knife Attachment Points Octo-pocket and Octo D-ring

Wrapture Harness System

Swivel shoulder buckles
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REGULATORS
gjaklgflakgjalkgjalkfgj/alkfgj

SOUL i3
xxs-XS, SM, MD, ml - bkl/twi, blk/char
The Soul i3 is a luxury BC added to the 
women’s line of quality dive products. It in-
corporates Aqua Lung’s most comfortable 
harness system to date, the Wrapture™ 
harness. The BC is powered by the intuitive 
i3 control system. It utilises the GripLock 
tank band system to keep cylinders secure.

DIMENSION i3
sm, MD, ML, LG, xl
The Dimension i3 is a back inflation BC with 
an integrated i3 inflation/deflation system. 
The integrated Wrapture™ harness system 
(pat. pend.) allows you to stand up straight 
in total comfort while the cylinder remains 
perfectly vertical and pulled in close. Load-
ed with features, this innovative buoyan-
cy compensator is built with high quality  
materials keeping both comfort and style 
in mind.  

LOTUS i3
 xs-sm, ml, ml - blk/pnk, blk/char
The Lotus i3 is a back inflation buoyancy 
compensator with an integrated i3 inflation /  
deflation system designed and styled just 
for women. The integrated Wrapture™  
harness system (pat. pend.) allows you 
to stand up straight in total comfort while 
the cylinder remains perfectly vertical and 
pulled in close. Diving has never been this 
comfortable.

i3 BUOYANCY CONTROL
feature rich inflation devices

AXIOM i3
XS, sm, md, ml, lg, xl, xxl
The Axiom i3 is our most comfortable and 
easy-to-use BC yet. It is a feature-rich, ADV 
style, wrap-around jacket that incorporates 
the innovative i3 inflation/deflation system  
(patented). The integrated Wrapture™ 
harness system (pat. pend.) allows you 
to stand up straight in total comfort while 
the cylinder remains perfectly vertical and 
pulled in close. Diving has never been this 
comfortable.
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BUOYANCY CONTROL
comfort & balance

libra
sm, md, ml
Contoured shoulders with a removable 
chest strap, this comfortable BC is perfect 
for the female diver. Its smaller torso length 
– uses smaller contour pack on all sizes.

balance
sm, md, ml, lg, XL
Keeping a diver streamlined and comfort-
able is a snap with the Balance’s rear-in-
flation design and tri-loader harness sys-
tem.  

pearl
xs, sm, md, ml, lg
The Pearl is a highly successful mid-lev-
el buoyancy compensator with superior  
fit, comfort and style designed for fe-
male divers. With features such as the  
integrated sports bra (patented), adjustable 
waistband and wide adjusting shoulder 
straps, a fine-tuned custom fit is available 
for women of all shapes and sizes. 

axiom
xs, SM, MD, ML, LG, XL, xxl
The Axiom is a durable, full-featured BC 
that boasts amazing comfort and fit. This 
ADV style, wrap-around jacket gets its 
noticeable comfort and support from Aqua 
Lung’s proprietary Wrapture™  
harness system (pat. pend.). This comfort, 
along with the innovative GripLock™ tank 
band and the SureLock integrated weight 
system will make the Axiom the new 
standard for recreational divers.
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zuma
mid/char: xxs-sx, sm-md, ml-lg, xl-xxl 
mid/Pnk: xxs-xs, sm/ md
The fun, travel-friendly ZUMA will find favor with those 
divers who are tired of paying excess baggage fees. 
This ultra-light, weight-integrated, back inflation BC 
has everything you need, yet lacks weight and bulk. 
Once you lift it, you’ll feel for yourself that a size ML/
LG weighs less than 2 kg, with the airway and weight 
pockets included!

pro HD
XS, SM, MD, ML, LG, XL
Boasting the reliable surelock II weight release system 
this integrated BCD has been up spec’d with the addition 
of the technologically advanced ResisteK material offering 
unparallel resistance to fade and abrasion. With 5 Stainless 
D-rings and large utility pockets this BCD can host all the 
accessories you could ever need.

BUOYANCY CONTROL
comfort & balance

wave
xxs, xs, sm, md, lg, xl
When you think of the Wave BC, you 
think of an entry level model that is  
rugged and fade resistant. With this latest Wave how-
ever, you get so much more. You now get a stylish BC 
that has the clever ability to add weight integration! 
Dive it in its standard form using a weight belt and 
then upgrade to weight pockets, featuring our Sure-
Lock™ II weight system, whenever you’re ready. It’s 
versatile, it’s rugged, it’s sharp, it’s a Wave.

NEW!
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MODEL SIZE HEIGHT
imperial/metric

WEIGHT
kg

WAIST
RANGE

inches/cm

OVER THE
SHOULDER

AXIOM & XS 5’-5’5 / 152-165cm 45-57 30-42 / 76-106cm 33-41 / 83-104cm

AXIOM I3 S 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 54-70 30-42 / 76-106cm 37-45 / 93-114cm

m 5’7-5’10 / 170-177cm 68-75 33-45 / 83-114cm 40-48 / 101-127cm

mL 5’10-6’0 / 177-182cm 73-86 35-47 / 88-119cm 42-50 / 106-127cm

L 6’0-6’2 / 182-187cm 81-95 38-50 / 96-127cm 44-52 / 111-132cm

XL 6’2-6’5 / 187-195cm 88-108 41-53 / 104-134cm 46-54 / 116-137cm

XXL 6’2-6’5 / 187-195cm 104-122 44-56 / 111-142cm 46-54 / 116-137cm

DIMENSION I3 S 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 54-70 30-42 / 76-106cm 37-45 / 93-114cm

m 5’7-5’10 / 170-177cm 68-75 33-45/ 83-114cm 40-48 / 101-121cm

mL 5’10-6’0 / 177-182cm 72-86 35-47 / 88-119cm 42-50 / 106-127cm

L 6’0-6’2 / 182-187cm 82-95 38-50 / 96-127cm 44-52 / 111-132cm

XL 6’2-6’5 / 187-195cm 88-108 41-53 / 104-134cm 46-54 / 116-137cm

LOTUS I3 XS/Sm 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 49-65 30-42 / 76-106cm 33-41 / 83-104cm

m 5’5-5’10 / 165-177cm 63-75 33-45 / 83-114cm 35-43 / 88-109cm

mL 5’10-6’0+ / 177-183cm 72-86 38-50 / 96-127cm 35-43 / 88-109cm

ZUMA XXS/
XS

4’8-5’5 / 142-165cm 41-56 26-43 / 66-109cm 32-44 / 81-111cm

Sm/m 5’2-5’10 / 157-177cm 54-75 28-45 / 71-114cm 36-48 / 91-121cm

mL/L 5’10- 6’2 / 177-187cm 72-95 33-50 / 83-127cm 39-51 / 99-129cm

XL/XXL 6’2-6’5 / 187-195cm 88-122 39-56 / 99-142cm 42-54 / 106-137cm

PRO HD XS 5’0-5’5” / 152-165cm 45-57 25-37 / 63-93cm 32-38 / 81-96cm

S 5’2”-5’7” / 157-170cm 54-70 27-42 / 68-106cm 34-40 / 86-101cm

m 5’7”-5’10” / 170-177cm 68-75 30-45 / 76-114cm 39-45 / 99-114cm

mL 5’10”-6’0” / 177-182cm 72-86 32-47 / 81-119cm 41-47 / 104-119cm

L 6’0”-6’2” / 182-187cm 81-95 35-50 / 88-127cm 43-49 / 109-124cm

XL 6’2”-6’5” / 187-195cm 88-108 37-52 / 93 45-51 / 114-129cm

SOUL I3 XXS 4’8-5’4 / 142-162cm 41-56 26-38 / 66-142cm 32-38 / 81-96cm

XS/Sm 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 50-66 30-42 / 76-106cm 33-39 / 83-99cm

mD 5’5-5’10 / 165-177cm 63-75 33-45 / 83-114cm 35-41 / 88-104cm

mL 5’10-6’0+ / 177-182cm 72-86 38-50 / 96-127cm 35-41 / 88-104cm

PEARL XS 4’8-5’5 / 142-165cm 41-56 28-36 / 71-91cm 30-35 / 76-88cm

S 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 54-65 30-38 / 76-96cm 33-38 / 83-96cm

m 5’5-5’10 / 165-177cm 61-72 33-41 / 83-104cm 35-40 / 88-101cm 
mL 5’7-6’0+ / 170-182cm+ 70-81 36-44 / 91-111cm 37-42 / 93-106cm

L 5’7-6’0+  / 170-182cm+ 79-95 42-50 / 106-127cm 38-43 / 96-109cm

BALANCE S 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 54-70 28-42 / 71-106cm 37-43 / 93-109cm

m 5’7-5’10 / 170-177cm 68-75 32-46 / 81-116cm 40-46 / 101-116cm

mL 5’10-6’0 / 177-182cm 72-86 33-47 / 83-119cm 42-48 / 106-121cm

L 6’0-6’2 / 182-187cm 81-95 35-49 / 88-124cm 44-50 / 111-127cm

XL 6’2-6’5 / 187-195cm 88-108 37-51 / 93-129cm 46-52 / 116-132cm

LIBRA S 5’2-5’7 / 157-170cm 49-65 28-42 / 71-106cm 34-40 / 86-101cm

m 5’5-5’10 / 165-177cm 63-75 32-46 / 81-116cm 36-42 / 91-106cm

mL 5’10-6’0+ / 177-183cm 72-86 33-47 / 83-119cm 36-42 / 91-106cm

WAVE XXS - - 24-36 / 60-91cm 25-31 / 63-78cm

XS 5’0-5’5 / 152-165cm 45-56 25-37 / 63-93cm 32-38 / 81-96cm

S 5’3-5’7 / 160-170cm 54-70 27-42 / 68-106cm 34-40 / 86-101cm

m 5’5-5’10 / 165-177cm 68-79 30-45 / 76-114cm 39-45 / 99-114cm

L 5’9-6’3 / 175-190cm 84-90 35-50 / 88-127cm 41-47 / 104-119cm

XL 6’2-6’5 / 187-195cm 88-108 37-52 / 93-132cm 45-51 / 114-129cm
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WEIGHT POUCHES, HOSES, KITS
BCD ACCESSORIES

Griplock
The GripLock™ tank band features inno-
vative Finger-Saver making the GripLock™ 
safe by eliminating pinched fingers. The 
macro-adjustment is set just once until 
you change to a cylinder with a different  
diameter. The micro-adjustment can be 
used for fine tuning the fit after the band is 
on the cylinder. Rubber traction pad on the 
backside of the GripLock™ provides added 
security. 

powerline
Increased fill rate; now one of the highest 
air flows in the industry. Environmentally 
sealed unit. Integrated hose clips attach to 
the hose. Cable activated rapid exhaust at 
the top, simply pull down on lower unit to 
dump air.

#42751

#42716

#427085

#42752

#42726

Surelock 2 Surelock 1

16lb

10lb

15lb

#42768

#42767

#42798

#42797

#42799

OTHER POCKETS

WAVE POCKETS
#427103

HOSES
#128619 - Hose Reg QD Black (30") (3/8) Rubber
#128620 - Hose Reg QD Yellow (39") (3/8) Rubber
#129807 - Hose Reg Legend 2 Black (29") (3/8) Aquaflex
#129861 - Hose Reg Black (29") (3/8) Aquaflex
#129862 - Hose Reg QD Yellow (39") (/3/8) Aquaflex
#45822- Hose BCD QD Black (22") Braided
#45825- Hose BCD QD Black (25") Braided
#45827- Hose BCD QD Black (27") Braided
#45833- Hose BCD QD Black (33") Braided
#45836- Hose BCD QD Black (36") Braided
#45840- Hose BCD QD Black (40") Braided

(Available for wrapture & 
non-wrapture bcd's)
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masks
SUPERIOR FORM, FIT & FUNCTION 



fused technology

LINEA
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK, CLR/WHT. CLR/PNK, CLR/TWI
A single lens mask made specifically for the woman diver. 
This mask uses the latest techologies to provide the ultimate 
in form, fit and function. Using Micromask technology, the 
Linea’s lens, skirt and frame are molded together in one 
shot, allowing the lens to come close to the face, maximizing 
the field of vision. Low volume means easier clearing and 
reduces the buoyancy. Advanced Fit Technology (AFT) uses 
bands of different textures around the edge of the skirt result-
ing in a superior seal against the face. The Comfort Buckle 
System (CBS) prevents the diver’s hair from getting tangled 
in the buckle .

IMPRESSION
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK, CLR/ORn. CLR/WHT, CLR/BLU
This mask uses the latest technologies to provide the ultimate 
in form, fit and function. Using Micromask technology, the Im-
pression’s, lens, skirt and frame are molded together in one 
shot allowing the lens to come close to the face, maximizing 
the field of vision. Low volume means that the mask is easier 
to clear and reduces the buoyancy. Advanced Fit Technology 
(AFT) uses bands of different textures around the edge of the 
skirt resulting in a superior seal against the face. The mask 
skirt goes further back on the face increasing the contact sur-
face between face and silicone skirt. This enhances the com-
fort and reduces the marks left behind on the face.

MASKS

micromask
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK, CLR/PNK. CLR/SLV, CLR/BLU
The Micromask is a revolution in mask design.  Its innovative, 
patented structure makes it possible for the lenses to fit in 
the ocular orbit. Never before have lenses been so close to 
the eyes. This not only results in an amazingly wide periph-
eral view but an extremely low internal volume. While scuba 
divers love it, it is also a favorite amongst the free diving 
community.
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favola
BLK/BLK, CLR/BLK/BLU
Guarantees an incredible field of 
vision. The lenses are at an incline 
providing a wide angle of view up-
wards and downwards. Cardanic 
Joint Buckles rotate both up-and-
down and in-and-out, providing 
maximum adaptability and com-
fort to any head shape. The quick 
counterposed push button activa-
tion makes the buckle easy to use 
even when wearing gloves. Strap 
with larger headpiece provides 
greater stability and comfort.

infinity
BLK/BLK, CLR/SLV. CLR/BLK
A low profile mask with an excellent 
view upwards and downwards. 
The side lens is made of an op-
tical quality polymer and offers 
brighter vision and increased side 
light. Cardanic Joint Buckles rotate 
both up-and-down and in-and-out. 
Quick counterposed push button 
activation is easy to use even when 
wearing gloves. Wide headpiece 
on silicone strap provides stability 
and comfort.

teknika
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK
Solid, robust mask with technical 
divers in mind. The outer frame 
is made of shock absorbent tech-
no-polymer. The backing rear sup-
port is a one-piece molded frame.  
Assembled with stainless steel AISI 
304 nuts and bolts. Cardanic joint 
buckles (double joint buckles) ro-
tate both up-and-down and in-and-
out. Quick counterposed push but-
ton activation is easy to use even 
when wearing gloves.

COMFORT & CLARITY
masks

ventura
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK
The Ventura mask, a timeless 
classic with Cardanic Joint Buck-
les. and a single lens design that 
provides a wide field of view. The 
quick, counterposed push button 
activation makes it easy to release 
the strap even with gloves on. Sin-
gle lens is 4mm thick and tempered 
to ANSI standards.

sphera
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK
Brought back by popular demand, 
the extremely low volume Sphera 
is very popular with free divers 
around the globe. 100% UVA & 
UVB protection. Patented Plexisol®  
lens provides 180-degree vis-
ibility. Anti-fog and scratch-re-
sistant coating. Hydrodynamic 
styling with easy-adjust buckle  
system.
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COMFORT & CLARITY

look
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK, CLR/BLK, CLR/BLU
100% hypo-allergenic silicone. Advanced 
Fit Technology (AFT): alternating matt and 
polished zones on the skirt. The best water 
tight seal and comfort. The frame is made 
of innovative techno-polymers reinforced 
with inorganic fillers. Shock-resistance, du-
rability. 4 mm tempered glasses, Cardanic 
Joint Buckles, 100% Silicone strap with en-
larged headpiece ensures a good visibility 
of the diver underwater.  

look 2
BLK/BLK, BLK/BLU, CLR/SLV, CLR/BLU
Look 2 is a two-lens mask, complete with 
patented Cardanic Joint Buckles. It features 
a silicone strap with a wide headpiece. The 
close-to-the-cheekbones frame design 
guarantees an excellent view in all direc-
tions. The Look 2 boasts a low inner volume 
for easy clearing. A clever lens replacement 
system allows for rapid and easy substitu-
tion of the lenses (patent pending). 

masks 

look HD
AVAILABLE IN BLK/BLK
The Look HD encompasses the quality  
and knowledge of the Look 2 mask  
development over the last four de-
cades. This mask combines great  
technological features and durability 
with an affordable price.

LOOK 2 Optical Lens
-10.0 to +3.0 Diopter (in .5 increments)
Sold as single lenses

look 2 midi
AVAILABLE IN CLR/TWI, CLR/SLV
Made to fit a slim face, the Look 2 Midi is 
a two-lens mask, featuring a silicone strap 
with a wide headpiece. The close-to-the-
cheekbones frame design guarantees an 
excellent view in all directions. The Look 2 
boasts a low inner volume for easy clear-
ing. The clever Comfort Buckle System pre-
vents the diver’s hair from getting tangled 
in the buckle. 

+ Lens pictured (bifocal). Lens is full magnification

NEW!

LOOK  Optical Lens
 -1 to - 10 & +1.5 to +3 Diopter
 (in .5 increments) Sold as single lenses

LOOK 2 MIDI Optical Lens
-10.0 to +3.0 Diopter (in .5 increments)
Sold as single lenses

+ Lens pictured (bifocal). Lens is full magnification+ Lens pictured (bifocal). Lens is full magnification
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snorkel
SUPERIOR FORM, FIT & FUNCTION 



sharp design, comfortable fit
snorkel

zephyr
BLK/PUR, WHI/BLK, WHI/BLU, BLK/ORN
Some features of the Zephyr include: splash guard with 
purge channel on top of snorkel, elliptical purge valve for 
clearing reservoir at the bottom, easy, quick-adjust clip for 
mask attachment, integrated corrugation zone for flex-
ibility, rotating mouthpiece assembly plus a replaceable 
Comfo-bite hypoallergenic mouthpiece, to eliminate jaw 
fatigue.

impulse 3
NF N-YEL, NF BLU, BLK/SLV, BLK/N-YEL, N-YEL, BLU, WHT, 
BLK/PNK, BLK/PUR, Since its introduction in 1989, the Im-
pulse has been the best selling snorkel in the world.  Today, 
after continued refinement and evolution, the Impulse 3 
is more streamlined and higher performing than its pre-
decessors. The Impulse 3 uses a two-valve system. If a 
wave breaks over the snorkel, the patented, upper, annular 
valve directs most of the water out before it even reaches 
the mouthpiece.  Any water that does get past the annular 
valve drains out the lower valve. In the rare event that you 
need to clear the Impulse 3 Snorkel, almost no breath is 
needed, all it takes is an easy puff. Replaceable Comfo-bite 
mouthpieces eliminate jaw fatigue and an optional, smaller 
size is available. The Impulse 3 comes in a flex and a non-
flex, standard version as well.

aquilIon PURGE
WHI/PUR, BLK/BLU, BLK/BLK, BLK/ORN
Teh Aquilion Purge features a Bi-material splashguard 
with side dry chamber for a faster cleaning. The top is 
made of a TPR soft & safe material. Bi-material corru-
gate that does not crush and deform. D-shaped barrel 
sits flat against the face for better comfort. Twin Elliptical 
Purge Valve (vertical), a Hose Joint Rotation Dry Sys-
tem and Comfobite mouthpieces that are fixed to the air 
deflector to eliminate jaw fatigue. 

NEW!

NON FLEX FLEX
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sharp design, comfortable fit
snorkel

air dry
AVAILABLE IN BLU, BLK, SLV
One of the best all-round snorkels pro-
duced by Technisub. The spray-proof 
cap reduces the possibility of water 
from waves and spray getting into the 
snorkel. The vivid red colour increases 
visibility from a distance, thereby in-
creasing safety. The high volume wa-
ter collection section makes purging 
easy. The mouthpiece can be turned 
to the most comfortable position in 
your mouth.

buran
AVAILABLE IN BLK
The Aqua Lung Buran Snorkel  has an 
innovative structure made completely 
from silicone, The single-piece body 
rotates at the hose joint, allowing pos-
tioning to be optimised. 

snap 
AVAILABLE IN BLK
Fantastic travel snorkel, rolls up with 
compact design. Fits in a BC pocket 
or can be attached to a BC. All silicone 
design for flexibility and durability. 
Regulator quality mouth piece. Se-
cure-Easy™ snorkel keeper is soft 
and comfortable allowing easy remov-
al from the mask strap.
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fins
SUPERIOR FORM, FIT & FUNCTION 



slingshot
SM, REG, XL, available in blu and blk
The Aqua Lung Slingshot is a revolutionary fin that makes 
diving more comfortable, efficient and fun.  Its innovations in-
clude Power Bands, Gear Shift and Mid-foot Flex Joints that 
all add up to provide a wonderful diving experience. Power 
Bands release their energy prior to the upstroke providing an 
added boost of power. Gear Shift customises your speed-
to-effort ratio to fit the specific conditions of your dive, three 
different settings are available. The blade is attached to the 
foot pocket using two Mid-foot Flex Joints taking the strain off 
the toes and the top of the anklewhilst providing the blade a 
significantly larger range of motion, often up to 5 times that of 
a conventional fin. Available in two colours and three sizes. 
Comes with a handy, reusable mesh carrying bag.

superior movement in the water
fins

shot fx & x shot 
SHot FX - SM, MD, L, available in twi
x shot - sm, reg, xl, available in blu, orng and blk
The Shot FX and X Shot fins are high-performance fins incor-
porating new technologies. The Power Zone, located in front of 
the foot pocket continues to evolve. The powerbands, are now 
integrated “V Boosters”, providing more power with less effort. 
A spring strap offers a soft TPR heel pad along with Aqua 
Lung’s own proprietary buckles. The foot pocket is equipped 
with the “Power Transmission Zone”. This anchors the foot 
preventing unnecessary stretching on the power stroke, result-
ing in maximum energy transmission. The Shot FX foot pock-
et’s design, compounds and sizing are dedicated to women’s 
feet resulting in greater comfortand have a dedicated blade 
that is shorter and softer making them easier to kick.

hotshot
SM, REG, XL, available in blu and pnk
Designed with the travelling diver in mind, this amazing fin 
packs power and comfort in a small package. The foot pocket 
is designed to be worn with bare feet. Unique, self-adjusting 
Comfo-strap is buckle free. This particular type of  elastomer 
guarantees comfort. Measures only 53 cm overall length, size 
regular weighs only 1.5 kg. Geared with silicone slings (Power 
Bands). that are loaded with energy during the power stroke, 
which they release prior to the upstroke. The gear shift allows 
the diver to choose the best speed-to effort ratio. Divers can 
change gear settings while wearing the fins. he rubberized ribs 
are made of two different elastomeric compounds to provide 
the greatest elasticity.

Comes with spring straps
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superior movement in the water
fins

express adjustable
SM, REG, XL, available in blk, blu
The Express ADJ fin represents the latest in technology and 
material innovation. Comfort, power and efficiency are the 
hallmarks of this propulsion machine. The function of the 
Slingshot power bands has been converted into the Express 
“Armadillo”. Like power bands, it accumulates elastic energy 
during the down stroke and returns it at the end of each kick 
cycle. The blade connects halfway back on the foot pocket 
at the Mid-Foot Flex Joint. The foot pocket provides different 
thickness zones which properly secure the foot to the blade 
for maximum energy transfer. Features the ESBS (Ergo-
nomic Strap and Buckle System) and over-sized, anti-slip 
rubber pads on the bottom of the fin.

rocket II
LG, SUPER XL, available in blk
One of the first vented rubber fins created with a traditional 
all rubber design. It is popular with military and professional 
divers.Rocket II has improved foot pocket design.

caravelle adjustable
sm, reg, giant, available in slv and blu
Lightweight fin made from thermoplastic material, provid-
ing extraordinary elasticity. Fin blade extends to below 
the heel, forming an integral unit with the foot pocket for 
greater strength. Thin, yet strong fin blade is completely 
bordered in rubber to provide maximum active and 
passive protection.

spring straps available seperatley
Fits the slingshot, x shot, shot fx, express adj & caravelle adj 
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superior movement in the water
fins

express foot pocket
36-37, 38-39, 40-41, 42-43, 44-45, 46-47, blk/Sil, BLK/blu
The Express represents the latest in technology and mate-
rial innovation. Comfort, power and efficiency are the hall-
marks of this propulsion machine. The blade connects half-
way back on the foot pocket at the Mid-Foot Flex Joint. This 
eliminates hyper-extension of the toes and ankles. The foot 
pocket is not only comfortable, it provides different thickness 
zones which properly secure the foot to the blade for max-
imum energy transfer. Rubber side ribs channel the water 
down the length of the fin minimizing the spill-over effect. 
Over-sized, anti-slip rubber pads on the bottom of the fin.

caravelle foot pocket
4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 8-9, 9.5-10.5, 11-12, blu, yel, slv
Lightweight fin made from thermoplastic material, provid-
ing extraordinary elasticity. Fin blade extends to below 
the heel, forming an integral unit with the foot pocket for 
greater strength. Thin, yet strong fin blade is completely 
bordered in rubber to provide maximum active and passive 
protection.

stratos foot pocket
36-37,38-39, 40-41, 42-43, 44-45, 46-47, blu, SLV, yel
The Stratos provides a slightly softer kick than the Express. 
The dual-material foot pocket offers a Power Transmission 
Zone to prevent stretching. This provides maximum energy 
transfer from  diver to fin. Dual-material side ribs and blade. 
The Bending Zone between the blade and foot pocket al-
lows the blade to quickly reach the optimal inclination for 
propulsion and water channeling.
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wetsuits
comfort, FIT & FUNCTION 
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HEIGHT WEIGHT

cm kg

S 168-175 59-66
M 173-180 68-77

ML 175-189 75-84
MLL 180-188 77-86
L S 168-175 80-89
L 178-185 82-91

LL 185-193 84-93
X L S 170-178 86-95
XL 180-188 89-100

XLL 188-196 91-102
X X L 189-191 95-107
3XL 185-193 102-114

men’s women’s
SolAfx and AquaFlex SolAfx and AquaFlex 

HydroFlex

Rental Fullsuits 

HydroFlex

Rental Fullsuits

comfort, fit & function

solafx
8mm
mens - sm, md, ml, mll, lg, ll, ls, xl, xls, xxl, 3XL.   womens 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
Aqua Lung’s advanced, coldwater, hood attached, across-the-chest-zip wetsuit continues to 
evolve and improve. Sharp, new functional graphics on shoulders preventing BC slippage 
and protecting shoulders from wear. The torso is made of 8mm, four-way stretch Aqua Flex 
neoprene while the legs and sleeves are made of 7mm Aqua Flex. These are the thicknesses 
of the base neoprene before the nylon gets added. The attached hood not only prevents 
cold water from entering the neck, it also features “Vent G2” technology that allows trapped 
regulator  
exhaust bubbles to exit while keeping cold water out.The “Plasmaloc” zipper has tighter toler-
ances and a unique integrated tooth design that makes the zipper more water resistant than 
most competitor’s models. A water dam covers the neck and shoulders to add another level of  
thermal protection against any water ingress through the zipper.“Skin-in” gasket seals in the 
forearms and calves minimize water entry through the sleeves and legs.

wetsuits
sizing

HEIGHT WEIGHT

cm kg

4 155-163 46-55
6 160-168 52-61
8 165-173 59-68

10 168-175 66-75
10 L 173-189 68-77
12S 160-170 68-77
12 168-178 73-82

14 S 163-173 75-89
14 173-183 80-93

HEIGHT WEIGHT

cm kg

XS 163-170 55-61
S 168-175 59-66
M 173-180 68-77

ML 175-189 75-84
L 178-185 82-91

XL 180-188 89-100
XXL 189-191 95-93

HEIGHT WEIGHT

cm kg

8 165-173 59-68
10 168-175 66-75
12 168-178 73-82
14 173-183 80-93

HEIGHT WEIGHT

cm kg

S M 168 -  173 64 -  70
MD 173 -  178 68 -  75
M L 175 -  183 73 -  82
LG 180 -  185 79 -  88
XL 183 -  191 86 -  100

X X L 180 -  193 95 -  104

HEIGHT WEIGHT

cm kg

3/4 152 -  157 45 -  50
5/6 157 -  163 48 -  52
7/8 163 -  168 52 -  57
9/10 165 -  170 57 -  61
11/12 168 -  173 61 -  66
13/14 173 -  178 66 -  70
15/16 175 -  180 70 -  75

HEAD
CIRCUMFERENCE

NECK
CIRCUMFERENCE

X S 50 .3 c m  -  52 c m 35 .5 c m  -  36 .8 c m

SM 52 c m  -  54 .6 c m 36 .8 c m  -  37 .5 c m

M D 54 .6 c m  -  57 c m 37 .5 c m  -  38 c m

LG 57 c m  -  59 .7 c m 38 c m  -  39 c m

XL 59 .7 c m  -  62 c m 39 c m  -  40 .6 c m

HOOD SIZE CHART (MEN’S SIZE)
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comfort, fit & function

aquaflex
7mm, 5mm, 3MM
mens - sm, md, ml, MLL, lg, LL, LS, xl, XLL, XLS, xxl, 3XL.   womens - 4, 6, 8, 10, 10L, 12, 12S,14, 14S
The AquaFlex Jumpsuit was developed for bodies in motion. The suit is built with AquaFlex 
neoprene with three times the stretch of standard neoprene, making it easy to get on and 
take off. It conforms to your body shape and allows you to move and stretch with mini-
mal restriction. AquaFlex not only boasts great stretching ability but an excellent thermal 
insulation capacity to keep you warm too. AquaFlex 4-way high stretch neoprene used 
throughout. Outer fabric is a tighter weave making it more hook and loop resistant while the 
inner fabric is soft and easy to don. Non-petroleum based neoprene raw material is more 
environmentally friendly. Heavy duty non-corrosive metal zipper for durability. The 7mm 
and 5mm versions have a three way zipper seal with integrated spine pad, to minimizes 
water entry and a kidney pad for additional insulation in this high heat loss area.

wetsuits

hydroflex
3mm
mens - xs, sm, md, ml, lg, xl, xxl.   womens - 8, 10, 12, 14
The Hydroflex 3mm Jumpsuit packs a lot of features for a very good price. The men’s 
black/blue colour option anchors our travel-specific line of products while the women’s 
black/pink/charcoal compliments our lady’s product assortment. With superstretch 
neoprene and stylish graphics, you’re ready to hit the lower latitudes. 3mm super-stretch 
neoprene used throughout. Hook and loop adjustable neck with heavy duty #10 zipper 
and flatlock stitch for comfort. Back zipper water shield with Pre-bent anatomic legs and 
arms. The knee pads are durable and stretchy for comfort.
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rental hood
5.5mm
sm, md, lg, xl
Custom “Aqua Lung” branded 5mm hood. 
Excellent durability, ideal for hire-lockers.

rental jumpsuit
5.5 mm
mens - XS, Sm, md, ml, lg, xl, XXL.   womens XS, SM, MD, ML, LG, XL
Torso and upper thighs are constructed of 5mm high quality standard neo-
prene for warmth. Women’s fullsuit has 3mm panel in the crotch for added 
comfort. Arms, shoulders and lower legs are constructed of 3mm high 
quality standard neoprene for comfort and flexibility. Neck, wrist and ankle 
edges are bound for increased durability with integrated SupraTex knee 
panels provide protection, greater coverage and durability. Seam patches 
are located on all interior seam junctures to strengthen seams. Heavy-duty 
YKK #10 back zipper with stainless steel slider. Triple glued & blind-stitched 
seams throughout with colour-coded size markings on interior waterdam. 
Size/mm markings on sleeve offer quick identification in rental programs.  
Webbing pull loop located at base of back zipper to ease donning.

rental & hirelocker suits
wetsuit
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AQUAFLEX hooded vest
6/5/3mm
mens - sm, md, ml, lg, xl, xxl.   womens - 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
The 6/5/3mm hooded vest is a popular accessory to  
provide additional warmth to any of our jumpsuits. The  
different thicknesses have been strategically placed for 
easy donning and doffing, as well as properly insulat-
ing high heat-loss areas. The hood is 6mm thick with 
a 4mm skin-in face seal which can be easily trimmed. 
The vest has 5mm front and back panels with 3mm 
sides. A bubble vent built into the hood allows trapped  
exhaust bubbles from the regulator to escape Seams are 
glued and blindstitched.

HOODED VESTS
comfort, fit & function

seavest
1.5mm
sm, md, lg, xl, 2xl
1.5mm Hooded Vest with Bubble Vent hood & face seal.  
Triple bar tacks on face seal allow face seal to be trimmed 
to fit. Durable and comfortable flatlock stitching.

seavest
4/6mm
mens- md, lg, xl, 2xl, 3xl.   womens- 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/12
4/6mm Seavest has 4mm neoprene torso and 6mm Bubble 
Vent hood with 3mm face seal. HS200 high-stretch side & 
cranium panels make it easier to don and improve com-
fort & fit. Heavy-duty #10 YKK side zipper on the women’s 
model. Triple bar tacks on face seal allow face seal to be 
trimmed to fit. Glued & blind-stitched for water tight integrity.
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comfort, fit & function

7/4 dryhood flex
xs, sm, md, lg, xl, xxl
Made entirely of HS200 high stretch 
neoprene for exceptional comfort and 
fit. 7mm HS200 high stretch neoprene 
cranium and 4mm HS200 high stretch  
neoprene face and neck seals. Face 
area left unbound to allow for cus-
tom trimming. Unique vent design  
releases air trapped at the top of 
the head. Waterproof glued & blind 
stitched seams. Hanging loop located 
at top for easy drying. Designed for 
use with drysuits. Descriptive hang 
tag attached to hanging loop. 

7/4 seahood flex
xs, sm, md, lg, xl, xxl
Made entirely of HS200 high stretch 
neoprene for exceptional comfort 
and fit. 7mm HS200 high stretch 
neoprene cranium and 4mm HS200 
high stretch bib. 4mm HS200 high 
stretch skin-in neoprene face seal 
left unbound to allow for custom trim-
ming. Unique vent design releases air 
trapped at the top of the head. Water-
proof glued & blind-stitched seams. 
Hanging loop located at top for easy 
drying.

hoods & Boots

ellie ergo
5mm
5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10
Super stretch upper is shaped 
to accomodate a woman’s lower 
calf. Zipperless entry elimates 
water exchange & heat loss  with 
triple glued & blind-stitched seams 
are water tight. ERGO™ shaped 
footbed and outsole. Protective 
toe, instep and heel cap for added 
durability. Custom molded rubber 
outsole.

echozip
5mm & 3mm
5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13
New anatomically correct ERGO™ 
shaped footbed and outsole. Stan-
dard neoprene upper with exterior 
thickness markings. Hook & loop 
zipper lock keeps zipper in place.

Superzip
5mm 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13
Flexible vulcanized rubber outsole 
with four seam (2 front, 2 heel) 
pattern. Non-corrosive YKK #10 
heavy-duty zipper. Packaged in 
PVC-free ziplock poly bag with 
descriptive hang tag
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protection & comfort

kevlar aleutian
3mm
xs, sm, md, lg, xl
Durable Kevlar on palms, fingers 
and back of fingertips for superior 
abrasion resistance. Thermal FLEX 
4-way stretch neoprene panels 
provide exceptional comfort and 
warmth. Pre-curved fingers and 
ribbed glove-back work together 
to eliminate hand fatigue. Bell cut 
wrist opening allows for trouble-free 
entry and accommodates wetsuit 
cuffs comfortably. 

thermocline
5mm & 3mm 
xs, sm, md, lg, xl, xxl
Standard neoprene with glued and 
blind-stitched seams with ergonom-
ically designed pre-curved fingers 
help minimize hand fatigue. Rubber-
ized coating on palm for durability & 
added grip. Adjustable cinch closure 
at wrist. 

kai
2mm
xs, sm, md, lg, xl
Made of 2mm HS200 high stretch 
neoprene that stretches to over 200%   
of it’s original size for exceptional 
comfort, fit and dexterity. Reinforced 
polysuede palm with molded pull-on 
entry tab.

gloves

waterfall 
2mm
xs, sm, md, lg, xl
Made of 2mm HS200 high stretch 
neoprene that stretches to over 200%   
of it’s original size for exceptional 
comfort, fit and dexterity. Reinforced 
polysuede palm with molded pull-on 
entry tab.

Ava 
3/2mm
sm, md, lg
The Ava gloves are designed with 
longer and narrower palms and fin-
gers, to anatomically fit the female 
hand, and a rubberized pattern for 
an excellent grip. The Ava has triple 
glued blind-stitched seams for opti-
mal comfort and warmth.
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drywear
warmth, Flexibilty & comfort 



Whites Drywear has Joined the Aqua Lung Family.
drywear

Whites Diving has a proud tradition of product innovation, quality, performance and comfort that 
allow divers to have truly memorable diving experiences that last a lifetime. These shared qualities 
between such kindred diving spirits made uniting our brands an effortless process.

These traditions will continue as Aqua Lung welcomes White's drywear to the family to offer divers 
around the world an unparalleled, premium product range.

HEIGHT WEIGHT CHEST WAIST BUTTOCKS CROUCH TO FLOOR

cm kg cm cm cm cm

2 X S / X S 155 -  165 41 -  59 76 -  94 56 -  79 69 -  91 66 -  74
S/M 165 -  175 55 -  77 89 -  105 69 -  91 81 -  104 74 -  81

L / X L 175 -  185 73 -  95 99 -  114 79 -  102 91 -  114 76 -  84

2XL/3XL 183 -  193 91 -  114 109 -  125 89 -  112 102 -  124 81 -  89 
4XL+ 183 -  208 105 -  160 114 -  148 104 -  147 117 -  147 84 -  97

HEIGHT BUST WAIST BUTTOCKS SHOULDER
TO CROUCH

CROUCH TO FLOOR

cm cm cm cm cm cm

X S 142 -  160 71 -  81 61 -  71 76 -  86 58 -  66 66 -  74
S 155 -  165 79 -  89 69 -  79 84 -  94 62 -  70 67 -  77
M 163 -  173 86 -  97 76 -  86 91 -  102 66 -  74 71 -  81

ML 170 -  180 94 -  104 84 -  94 99 -  109 70 -  77 75 -  85 
L 178 -  183 102 -  112 91 -  102 107 -  117 74 -  81 79 -  89

thermal fusion / fusion bullet / fusion tech /fusion one

fusion essence

Size chart
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warmth, flexibilty & comfort

fusion bullet
sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+. AVAILABLE IN LATEX OR SLT
Originally designed for the Special Forces, the Fusion 
Bullet is engineered for the harshest diving envrioments. 
Super stretch neoprene allows ultimate flexibility and  
streamlining while startegically placed Gator Tech ar-
mour and reinforced seams ensure maximum durabili-
ty. Bullet seams are mauser taped and 6 thread sewn for 
maximum stretch and durability. Includes 2 Twin-Zip ex-
pandable pockets, rugged Gator Tech neoprene on the 
knees, elbows, shoulders and buttocks extends the life 
of the skin for use in the most extreme dive conditions.   
Removable 2mm neoprene inserts at the elbows 
and knees provide cushioning. Super stretch neo-
prene provides extreme stretch for maximum flexibility.  

drysuits

fusion tech
sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+
Take your diving to the next level with the Fusion Tech. The 
Tech skin incorporates 1mm neoprene in high wear areas 
providing durability, while strategically placed lycra stretch 
panels provide incredible flexibility. This optimal combination 
creates the perfect marriage of mobility and durability. The 
Tech Skin attaches and removes easily from the DryCore via 
Velcro fasteners at the wrists, ankles and zipper. All seams 
flat locked sewn for stretch and durability. PU coated knees 
provide excellent abrasion resistance. Expandable bellows 
thigh pockets included. Deluxe suspender system with ther-
mo formed back pad.

fusion one / essence
Sizes: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, ESSENCE XS, SM, M, ML, L, 
Fusion ONE and ESSENCE offers Fusion DryCORE warmth, 
flexibility, and comfort. It’s the perfect option for divers who 
want the comfort of a Drysuit at a price that won’t break their 
budget. Including matching Apeks valves, rear entry zipper, 
abrasion resistance in high wear areas and heavy duty. Lycra 
panels in high stretch areas. This optimal combination cre-
ates the perfect marriage of mobility and durability. All seams 
flat locked sewn for stretch and durability. The Skin is de-
signed with 1 mm neoprene for added abrasion resistance in 
high wear areas and heavy duty Lycra panels in high stretch 
areas. The Skin attaches and removes easily from the Dry-
Core via Velcro fasteners at the wrists, ankles and zipper.

replacement neck and wrist seals available For all drysuit 
Sizes small and regular
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heat hood (Zip)
sm, md, lg, xl
Loaded with innovative fea-
tures, the HEAT Series Hoods 
are the ultimate in neoprene 
dry suit hoods. Featuring  
7mm neoprene side panels, 
5mm forehead, and 5mm chin 
offers extra warmth and su-
preme comfort.

warmth, flexibilty & comfort

thermal fusion
S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+
A high performance diving undergar-
ment, maximizing warmth, and providing 
unrivaled flexibility and fit. Cold water im-
mersion and controlled cold weather envi-
ronmental tests determined effectiveness 
in protecting skin and core temperatures 
with a Polartec 200 fleece core and an 
outer power stretch compression skin. 
Thermal Core Technology is at the heart 
of the thermal Fusion, resulting in an un-
dergarment that is unmatched in flexibility, 
fit and warmth. Sizes: Available in unisex

drywear

heat hood (non zip)
SM, MD, LG, XL
7mm neoprene side panels, 
5mm forehead, and 3mm chin 
offers optimum warmth, su-
preme comfort while eliminating 
jaw fatigue.

fusion boots
5/6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13/14
Designed to mate with the Fu-
sion Drysuit, the 2 layer Fusion 
boot sets a new standard in dry-
suit comfort and performance.

evo3 boots
5/6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13
The EVO3 boot was designed in 
conjunction with the military for 
use on wet, slippery decks, fin-
ning for swimming and running 
on wet rocky shores.
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accessories
knives, bags, torches



function, design & efficiency

lumen halogen
The Lumen Halogen has excellent 
high lighting efficiency. It is fitted 
with an electronic circuit that en-
sures the best power supply for 
prolonged underwater use. The 
power supply is provided by 6 C 
size, batteries providing more than 
8 hours autonomy. 

LED Lumen solo
The Lumen Led uses 4 low ener-
gy consumption LEDs with high 
lighting efficiency. It is fitted with 
an electronic circuit that ensures 
the best power supply and pro-
tects the LEDs. The power supply 
is provided by 6 C size, batteries 
providing more than 8 hours au-
tonomy. The metal lighting head, 
with its 4 LEDs and electronic cir-
cuit, is completely watertight and 
provides added protection against  
accidental water infiltration.

Torches & Knives

squeezelock
CHARCOAL,YELLOW, BLUE, TWILIGHT
3” blade, overall length 6.5”, 304 
series stainless steel, locking 
mechanism securely locks knife 
in sheath, but releases easily 
with a squeeze of the handle.  
Includes variable mounting op-
tions: hose mounting straps are 
included for mounting to the BC 
inflator hose. Locking belt clip is 
integrated into sheath for attach-
ing knife to webbing. Sheath has 
molded strap slots for use with 
optional rubber leg straps.

squeezelock titanium
CHARCOAL
3” blade, overall length 6.5”, high 
grade beta alloy titanium, locking 
mechanism securely locks knife 
in sheath, but releases easily 
with a squeeze of the handle.  
Includes variable mounting op-
tions: Hose mounting straps are 
included for mounting to the BC 
inflator hose. Locking belt clip is 
integrated into sheath for attach-
ing knife to webbing. Sheath has 
molded strap slots for use with 
optional rubber leg straps.

argonaut
black
Developed in conjunction with 
some of the worlds best military 
forces this highly rust resistant 
titanium knife is blackened with 
an EDP coating. The paracord 
wrapped handle provides both 
flexibility and a great grip whether 
your cutting or using the pointed 
butt for hammering or breaking. 
Great for Tech divers.

NEW!

optional leg holster
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function, design & efficiency
bags

T2 reg bag
9 ltr
PVC-free 840D nylon and 420D light-
weight ripstop nylon. Total weight is only 
226 gms for lightweight travel. Heavy-du-
ty non-corrosive plastic slider and nylon 
zipper coil and protective padded sides. 
Internal instrument straps. 
35.5cm x 25.4cm x 10.1cm.

T3 messenger
16 ltr
PVC-free 840D nylon and 420D light-
weight ripstop nylon. Total weight is only 
360 gms for lightweight travel. Heavy-du-
ty non-corrosive plastic slider and nylon 
zipper coil. External zippered pocket. 
Internal padded laptop sleeve with quick-
close flap. 38.1cm x 28cm x 15.2 cm.

T6 duffle
89 ltr
Tough PVC-free 840D nylon and 420D 
lightweight ripstop nylon. Total weight 
is only 544g for lightweight travel. 
Heavy-duty non-corrosive plastic slider 
and nylon zipper coil. D-rings for option-
al shoulder strap attachment. Corrosion 
resistant drainage grommets. 71.1cm x 
35.6cm x 35.6cm.

traveller 50 reg bag
8 ltr
Heavy-duty PVC-free 840D nylon. Total weight 
is 0.18kg. Padded sides provide protection for 
delicate instruments. Interior mesh pocket holds 
small tools and spare parts. Two hook & loop 
straps secure instruments in place. Padded car-
ry handle. Nylon zipper pulls for easy gripping. 
Corrosion resistant YKK zippers. 30cm x 25cm 
x 10cm.

NEW!

Optional Shoulder Strap Available
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function, design & efficiency
bags

t5 mesh duffle
61 Ltr
Tough PVC-free 840D nylon and 420D 
lightweight ripstop nylon. Total weight is 
only 500g for lightweight travel. Heavy-duty 
non-corrosive plastic slider and nylon 
zipper coil. PVC-free fast dry mesh sides 
and bottom for maximum drainage. D-rings 
for optional shoulder strap attachment. 
63.5cm x 33cm x 33cm.

mariner mesh
lg - 120 ltr, md - 79 ltr. blk, blu, yel
Available in large and medium sizes. 
Heavy duty PVC mesh with 50mm 
nylon support webbing. Nylon D-rings for 
optional adjustable shoulder strap with 
nylon swivel hardware. Large Bag - 72cm 
x 40cm x 40cm. Medium Bag - 67cm x 
34cm x 34cm. 

arrival
79 Ltr - pnk, blu
2” Wrap-around durable webbing handles 
with heavy-duty, #10 YKK  corrosion re-
sistant zipper. Tear and abrasion resistant 
PVC-free mesh. Fits inside interior pocket 
of the Departure carry-on bag. D-ring at-
tachment points for optional shoulder strap. 
67cm x 34.3cm x 34.3cm.

t4 mesh shoulder
80 Ltr 
Tough PVC-free 840D nylon and 420D 
lightweight ripstop nylon. Total weight 
is only 453 gms for lightweight travel. 
Heavy-duty non-corrosive plastic slider 
and nylon zipper coil. PVC-free fast dry 
mesh sides for maximum drainage.Zip-
pered external pocket.Corrosion resistant 
drainage grommets. 71.1cm x 33 cm x 
34.3cm.

Optional Shoulder Strap Available Optional Shoulder Strap Available Optional Shoulder Strap Available
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ocean pack
96 Ltr
1680 Denier Ballistic nylon with heavy-duty rubber coated 
mesh. 1.2 kgs with YKK zipper with anatomic zipper pull 
extenders.Foam spine pad and neoprene back pad. Elas-
tic drawstring closure with barrel lock. Large zippered front 
pocket with organiser. Heavy-duty vinyl bottom with drain 
grommets. 71cm x 39.3cm x 34.3cm.

function, design & efficiency
bags

catalina
68 Ltr
Compact yet fits a complete set of women’s cold or 
warm water dive gear. Internal fin pockets allow you 
to provide rigidity to the bag. Dual interior compression 
straps to prevent shifting of gear during travel. Protective 
kick plate & skid rails absorb hits. Lightweight extend-
able aluminum handle. Rigid bottom handle and soft 
top handle for easy loading and unloading. External ID 
pocket. Lightweight at 2.9kg. 

traveller 1550 roller bag
115 Ltr
Heavy-duty PVC-free 840D nylon.Total weight is 
4.8kg. Meets most major airline size requirements for 
checked baggage. Two internal zippered mesh com-
partments. Internal fin pockets accommodate large 
dive fins. Accessory pocket for log book & small tools. 
Extra large external document pocket.  External daisy 
chain for quick attachments. Heavy-duty #10 zippers 
with tactile zipper pulls for easy gripping. Corrosion 
resistant YKK zippers. External ID pocket. Protective 
rails, kick plate, and wheel housings for added dura-
bility.  48cm x 78cm x 30cm.

NEW!
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defense XL
105 Ltr
We made this bag big and rugged so you don’t have to 
worry if everything will fit. The dive checklist on the open-
ing will help you remember your important gear. The gray 
color will keep the temperature of the bag a cooler than a 
darker bag if left in the sun. The waterproof seams won’t 
leak in your car on the way home after your day of diving, 
and the two drain valves help you rinse your gear in the 
bag.

defense pack
50 Ltr
Hauling dive gear through an airport, dragging it across a 
hotel lobby, and hiking it on a half mile trail to your dive lo-
cation has never been easier with the Aqua Lung Defense 
Pack. The backpack straps feature an ergonomic shape 
and 3D mesh for added padding. All the seams on this bag 
are heat welded and waterproof. If you need more room 
or a spare dry compartment, the loop on the front of the 
bag is used to hang the smaller Aqua Lung Defense Bag. 
Capacity 50 ltr

defense duffle
85 Ltr 
This rugged, pit bull of a duffle, has waterproof seams 
to keep your favorite gear completely dry on any dive 
adventure. With 85 liters of carrying capacity, the bag is 
designed to carry a full set of dive gear, including your 
BC. The grey color will stay cooler than darker colored 
bags. When the dive is over, use the drain on the side of 
the bag as a rinse bucket and fill the bag with all your wet 
gear - the water won’t leak out. 

function, design & efficiency
DRYbags

NEW!
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